ACROSS
1) Start of a drill instructor's count
4) Crowd around noisily
7) Converted liberal, informally
13) Name among boxing legends
14) Cookies 'n Cream cookie
16) Climber's task
17) Geneticist's letters
18) Blow to the kidney, perhaps
20) Trousers of yore
22) Some old Ford models
23) Korean Peninsula capital
24) It's mightier than the sword?
25) "Bali ___" (Song in "South Pacific")
26) Sleuth, slangily
28) Large silvery fish
31) Something to raise
34) Disassembler
38) July 3, for one
39) It will waste the boss' time
42) Do-say connection
43) Where Eugene may be seen
44) Auto door defect
45) Smooth and glossy
47) ESPN reporter Paolantonio
49) Bit of work in physics class
50) Moral slip
53) Major airline
57) Cube designer Rubik
59) Assembly hall
61) Novelty dance of the 50's
63) Old syllable meaning "before"
64) Martha's Vineyard, in the summer
65) Dryer collection
66) Card game that ends in a shout
67) "Chico and the Man" setting, briefly
68) Fleur-de-
69) What boring things never seem to do

DOWN
1) Some wedding music providers
2) Radii companions
3) Percussion instrument, really
4) Team self-esteem
5) Mouthy?
6) Form of jazz
7) N.L. East squad
8) Mysterious power
9) Concerned with pupils?
10) Atari game named for an arthropod
11) How many oldies get rereleased
12) Unspecified degrees, in math
15) Instrument to which an orchestra tunes
19) Travel-guide listing
21) One in a class by himself?
25) High on the Mohs scale
27) Spicy sauce
28) Target of much advertising
29) Appliance with a timer
30) Well-groomed
31) Cries of surprise
32) "Houston, we have a problem" recipient
33) Property of a cliché
35) Highlands "huh-uh"
36) Archaeological site
37) Yoko of the music world
40) Deep bell sound
41) Gentleman of leisure?
46) Short story collection by Isaac Asimov
48) Accepts, as a resolution
50) Yellow blazer
51) Country poem
52) Nothing, in Latin
54) Feudal figure
55) Famous shroud's locale
56) "FoxTrot" cartoonist Bill
57) To be, in France
58) Large, flightless bird
59) Rectangular pilaster
60) Novelist Morrison
62) Web address, briefly
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